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Abstract

Tests on the response of liquid metal targets to high-power proton beams have been performed at ISOLDE/CERN.

During these tests, a so-called thimble geometry and an extended version, the trough, filled with liquid mercury were

exposed to a 1.4 GeV proton beam with intensities up to 33� 1012 protons/pulse. In order to extrapolate the behaviour

of a liquid metal target from the kilowatt to the megawatt-scale as required for a neutrino factory, various measure-

ments were carried out with the aim of establishing scaling laws of the splash velocity as a function of beam size,

intensity and time structure. The mercury volume was placed in a steel frame, while the region above the mercury level

was observed through two quartz windows with a high-speed camera. For the highest intensity available at the PS

Booster (33� 1012 protons/pulse), the mercury expanded with velocities up to 50 m/s. The splash velocity scaled with

the power density of the proton pulse. Increasing the beam size or the pulse duration reduced the velocity.

� 2003 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The use of a liquid metal target is a natural solution

to avoid the stresses and fatigue, induced by a high-

power proton beam that eventually lead to the de-

struction of most solid targets. A liquid jet provides a

new target for each proton pulse if the material dis-

rupted by the proton beam can be evacuated within the

proton pulse interval.

For the tests described here, mercury, a room tem-

perature liquid metal, was chosen as target material. The

experimental setup is based on the recording of the

shadow of the mercury intercepting a laser light source,

using a high-speed camera. Sets of mirrors and tele-

scopes allow the installation of the sensitive pieces of

electronics behind a few metres thick radiation shielding.

Previous experiments concerning proton-induced

shocks have been performed in the E951 experiment at

BNL [1,2]. Similar tests in ISOLDE at CERN followed

to study the target behaviour as a function of various

beam parameters such as pulse intensity, spot size and

time structure. The scaling laws obtained through these

latter experiments at ISOLDE are described here.

2. Experimental setup

The thimble and trough experiments provide a simple

setup to study the impact of proton beams on liquid

targets with free surface. The volume of the thimble

excavated in a stainless steel frame is 1.2 cm3. It consists

(from bottom to top) of a half sphere (r ¼ 6 mm), a

vertical cylinder (r ¼ h ¼ 6 mm), and a meniscus, which

has a free surface of 1.2 cm2 (Fig. 1). The trough is an

extension of the thimble containing about 7.5 cm3 vol-

ume, where the mercury is extended to a length l ¼ 6 cm

coaxial to the proton beam (Fig. 2). The cross section of

the trough perpendicular to the beam is similar to the

one of the thimble. Fig. 1 shows the basic geometry of

the thimble. In Fig. 2 the trough, which is placed in

the steel frame similar to the thimble, with its viewing

windows is visible. Both targets were placed separately
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at the GPS beam line of ISOLDE and exposed to single

pulses with varying beam parameters; the quantity

measured was the splash velocity of the mercury. The

errors of the shutter time (t ¼ 12:5 ls) and the spatial
resolution of the camera (0.89 mm/pixel) result in an

uncertainty of the velocity measurement of �10%.
The kinetic energy of the proton beam was 1.4 GeV.

The beam parameters such as intensity per bunch,

number of bunches per pulse, spot size and pulse length

were varied within the limits of the PS Booster machine

as follows: intensity per bunch from 1� 1012 to 9� 1012

protons; number of bunches per pulse from 1 to 4; spot

size (radius r.m.s., Gaussian distribution) from 1.2 to 4.2

mm, where the lower limit is given by the intensity per

bunch and the upper limit by the dimension of the

mercury target. The pulse length is given by the number

of bunches and the peak-to-peak bunch distance, which

was varied between 0.286 and 19 ls. The bunch length
was kept constant at 230 ns.

The splash of the mercury was recorded with a high-

speed CCD camera (4000 frames/s, shutter time 12.5 ls).
The flight path as a function of time was extracted via

digital image processing. The height of the mercury level

as a function of time was fitted with

yðtÞ ¼ p1 � ð1� e�p2�tÞ þ p3 � t � a
2
� t2; ð1Þ

where the first and second term correspond to the initial

velocity caused by the proton beam and the drag force

on the splash in the atmosphere, the third term expresses

gravity (a ¼ 9:81 m/s) and p1, p2 and p3 are the fit pa-
rameters. Deceleration due to the surface tension is

negligible. The maximum velocity at t ¼ 0 is then given

by vðt ¼ 0Þ ¼ p1 � p2þ p3.

3. Observations

The maximum splash velocity is plotted in Fig. 3 as a

function of the proton pulse intensity. The quadrupole

settings for beam focusing were kept constant during

this measurement series, corresponding to a spot size of

rr:m:s: ¼ 2:1 mm at maximum intensity. The splash ve-

locity scales linearly with the beam intensity. The ex-

periments of trough and thimble show very equivalent

behaviour for these conditions. The maximum velocities

for the trough were extracted from the region z ¼ 1–3

cm after the beam entrance window, where the splash

velocity is almost constant in this region. For the trough,

Fig. 4 shows the propagation of the mercury splash

Fig. 1. Technical drawing of thimble. Downstream of the thimble the steel frame is excavated in beam direction in order to minimise

the activation of steel.

Fig. 2. Trough setup. The mercury volume is placed in a steel

frame, where the area above can be viewed trough the window

frames. The proton beam arrived from the left coaxially to the

trough axis.
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along the beam axis at certain times after the proton

impact, where the beam intensity was I ¼ 20� 1012

protons/pulse. All recorded trough events show similar

qualitative behaviour. The splash velocity at a distance

of z ¼ 60 mm after the beam window is about half the

maximum splash velocity, which occurs close to the

beam entrance. This shape corresponds to the distribu-

tion of energy deposition in numerical simulations [1].

Also indicated is the initial splash velocity, which shows

the same shape as the propagation of the mercury front.

Fig. 5 shows the behaviour of the mercury target as a

function of the spot size of the proton beam. All events

with a spot size different to rr:m:s: ¼ 0:5 mm are due to a

pulse with two bunches within tpulse ¼ 0:5 ls and an in-
tensity of I ¼ 17� 1012 proton/pulse recorded at ISO-

LDE. The splash velocity for a spot size rr:m:s: ¼ 0:5 mm
(pulse length 150 ns) is derived from the events recorded

at BNL [2]. There, the beam intensity was I ¼ 3:8� 1012

protons/pulse and the splash velocity was extrapolated

to an intensity of I ¼ 17� 1012 protons/pulse according

to the measured scaling shown in Fig. 3. The splash

velocity is as well corrected for the energy loss of pro-

tons dE=dx (according to Bethe-Bloch) differing at 1.4
and 24 GeV.

The PS Booster allows the extraction of up to four

bunches from its four rings at adjustable bunch-to-

bunch distance, which is variable from a minimum of

td ¼ 286 ns to several microseconds in multiples of td. To
simulate various bunch lengths at fixed intensity and

spot size, two bunches with varying spacing were

Fig. 3. The maximum splash velocity scales linearly with the

proton intensity. Indicated are measurements from the thimble

and the trough, where the same maximum splash velocities are

observed. Run 1 and 2 are similar exposures of the trough to the

proton beam at different times of the experiment.

Fig. 4. The trough is a mercury target with a length l ¼ 60 mm

along the beam axis. The proton beam is passing in positive z-
direction. Indicated here is the propagation of the mercury

splashes along the beam axis for two different times after proton

impact. The movement is averaged over slices each �7 mm
long. Also indicated is the initial splash velocity due to proton

impact.

Fig. 5. Increasing the spot size of the proton beam results in a

decrease of the splash velocities. The target was exposed to a

proton pulse with an intensity of I ¼ 17� 1012 protons/pulse.

Events with a spot size different to rr:m:s: ¼ 0:5 mm are recorded

in ISOLDE. The events with a spot size rr:m:s: ¼ 0:5 mm were

performed at BNL. The splash velocity measured for events at

an intensity I ¼ 3:8� 1012 protons/pulse were extrapolated ac-

cording to the linear scaling with the proton pulse intensity.
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extracted from the PS Booster. The behaviour of the

mercury target as a function of the pulse length for two

different spot sizes is indicated in Fig. 6.

The splash velocities shown here are derived from the

experiments with the thimble and the trough and are not

directly valid for the behaviour of a free surface jet. The

splash velocities for the free jet are about a factor two

below those observed with thimble and trough [1]. This

has to be taken into account when estimating the impact

of a proton beam on a jet target as foreseen for a

Neutrino Factory.

4. Conclusion

• The maximum splash velocity measured was 50 m/s

for a pulse intensity of 33� 1012 protons/pulse.

• The initial splash velocity scales with the deposited

power density:

	 The splash velocity scales linearly with the proton

intensity.

	 The splash velocity depends on the spot size rr:m:s:

like ð1=rr:m:s:Þ2.
	 When increasing the distance between two

bunches to more than �3 ls (peak-to-peak), the
maximum splash velocity drops to the values mea-

sured with a single bunch.

• These scaling laws of the splash velocity for a liquid

mercury target enable extrapolation to a 4 MW pro-

ton beam as required for a m-Factory.
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Fig. 6. Splash velocity vs. pulse length for two beam spot sizes.

The pulse length was varied from a minimum distance between

two bunches of 0.286 ls up to 8 and 19 ls respectively. The
velocities are normalised to a typical figure for each of the two

data series.
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